
Four Unicorns Competition:

Descriptions of unicorns appear in literature, religion and science across cultures and centuries. 
Choose one of the descriptions located below and create a unicorn in the medium of your choice.

Unicorn #1: “There are in India certain wild asses which are as large as horses, and larger. Their bodies are white, their heads dark red, and their eyes dark blue. They have a horn on the 
forehead which is about a foot and a half in length. The dust filed from this horn is administered in a potion as a protection against deadly drugs. The base of this horn, for some two hands’-

breadth above the brow, is pure white; the upper part is sharp and of a vivid crimson; and the remainder, or middle portion, is black. Those who drink out of these horns, made into drinking 
vessels, are not subject, they say, to convulsions or to the holy disease (epilepsy). Indeed, they are immune even to poisons if, either before or after swallowing such, they drink wine, water, 

or anything else from these beakers. Other asses, both the tame and the wild, and in fact all animals with solid hoods, are without the ankle-bone and have no gall in the liver, but these 
have both the ankle-bone and the fall. This ankle-bone, the most beautiful I have ever seen, is like that of an ox in general appearance and in size, but it is as heavy as lead and its colour is 

that of cinnabar through and through. The animal is exceedingly swift and powerful, so that no creature, neither the horse nor any other, can overtake it.”
— Ctesias, (4th century B.C.), the twenty-fifth fragment of “Indica”

Unicorn #2: “The Orsæan Indians hunt an exceedingly wild beast called the monoceros, which has a stag’s head, elephant’s feet, and a boar’s tail, the rest of its body being like that of a 
horse. It makes a deep lowing noise, and one black horn two cubits long projects from the middle of its forehead. This animal, they say, cannot be taken alive.”

— Pliny the Elder (23-79 A.D.), ‘Historia Naturalis’

Unicorn #3: “Among the Mountains of the Moon in High Ethiopia, there is found a beast called the unicorn which is as large as a colt of two years and of the same general shape as one. Its 
colour is ashen and it has a mane and a large beard like that of a he-goat; on its brow it has a smooth white horn of the colour of ivory two cubits long and adorned with handsome grooves 
that run from base to point. This horn is used against poison, and people say that the other animals wait until this one comes and dips its horn in the water before they will drink. It is such a 

clever beast and so swift that there is no way of killing it, but it sheds its horns like the stag and the hunters find these in the wilderness.”
— Marmol Caravaial, ‘Descripcion General de Affrica’ (1573)

Unicorn #4: “The one of them, which is much hygher than the other, yet not much unlyke to a coolte of thyrtye moneths of age, in the forehead groweth only one horne, in maner ryght
foorth, of the length of three cubites. The other is much younger, of the age of one yeere, and lyke a young Coolte: the horne of this is of the length of foure handfuls. This beast is of the 

coloure of a horse of weesel coloure, and hath the head lyke an hart, but no long neck, a thynne mane hangynge only on the one syde. Theyr legges are thyn and slender, lyke a fawne or 
hynde. The hoofes of the fore feete are divided in two, much like the feet of a Goat. The outwarde part of the hynder feete is very full of heare. This beast doubtlesse seemeth wylde and 

fierce, yet tempereth that fiercenesse with a certain comelinesse. These Unicornes one gave to the Soltan of Mecha as a most precious and rare gyfte. They were sent hym out of Ethiope by a 
kyng of that Countrey, who desired by that present to gratifie the Soltan of Mecha.”

— Lewis Vartoman, ‘Itinerario’ (1576)


